
The Meridian Collection by Anna French

Meridian by Anna French is a gathering of refi ned fabrics, including alluring prints and plush wovens. Together 

they compose a collection with a nod to tradition with modern fl air. 

Newark, NJ -- Inspired by global travel and ancient trade, patterns in the Meridian Collection by Anna French 

include decorative ikats, batik motifs, and textural embroideries in soothing color palettes.

Lock Embroidery's raised metallic chain-stitch of interlocking geometric shapes shines on 100% linen ground.

Inspired by old cypress trees that grow on historic estates, Manor Embroidery is embroidered on 100% linen, 

The spaced layout of these darling cypress trees are a stand-out in all colorways.

The natural, organic shapes of Balin Ikat are quite charming and sophisticated.

The two-color, handsome motifs on Scottsdale Embroidery have a tribal-like look that makes for beautiful 

drapery fabric. The medallion can also be centered on a pillow.

Sterling Paisley is a 100% linen, reversible fabric. The large scale, delicate paisley has a medallion shape.

Amalfi 's tight weave mimics needlepoint design. This small woven geometric has soft fl ax yarns that make it 

feel as soft as it looks a plush woven fabric a great companion pattern that pairs nicely with other fabrics.

Believe it or not, the shiny raised metallic ink pattern of Burmese is of hand painted artowrk.

The hand-knotted, delicate details on French Knot Embroidery are perfectly spaced on this semi-sheer fabric.
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Kanthas originated in the eastern states of India, where old saris and cloth scraps are stitched together to

create thin throws used as blankets and cushions. This large ikat pattern has a tribal infl uence.

The looping circles in Watercourse are screen printed with pigment ink that lays overtop a watercolor-like 

background

The Meridian Collection and other Anna French collections are available through interior designers and 

fi ne decorating stores worldwide.  Please visit www.annafrench.co.uk to view patterns and decorating ideas, 

and to obtain the names of local dealers.  For more information, please call our toll free number at

(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.  Anna French is a division of Thibaut.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known 

for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color 

palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team. 

Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers 

and consumers have been attracted to the fi rm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print 

fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more 

information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.


